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Human need vs. human greed
Director of global awareness 
group encourges 
knowledge and involvement
By Heather Kish 
Staff Writer
The founder of a global 
awareness organization called 
Global Exchange aimed at mak­
ing listeners more aware of the 
problems around the world in a 
speech on March 16 at the Cook- 
DeWitt Center.
Medea Benjamin, director of 
Global Exchange, spoke on 
"Peace Corps and More," also 
the title of one of her books, to 
reveal someof the organizations 
which people can join to make a 
difference.
Benjamin said that she d id not 
realize how poverty-stricken 
some partsof the world actually 
were until she traveled to 
Mexico after her senior year in 
high school.
"I was shocked by the level of 
poverty in Mexico," Benjamin 
said. "It was then that I decided 
that I wanted to get involved."
Benjamin studied nutrition 
and political economics, among 
other things, and used her skills 
in Central America, Africa and 
other places around the world.
While working in Africa, Ben- 
jamin said that the people there
had plenty of food but not 
enough money to buy the 
food.
"The situation had little to 
do with human need and a lot 
to do with human greed," 
Benjamin said.
Benjamin stressed the need 
to leam about other cultures 
and diversity.
She stated that the reason 
for racism and tension in this 
country is lack of knowledge 
about other cultures. She also 
said that this lack of knowl­
edge allows our government 
to go in and invade other 
countries because we don't 
knowalotabouttheirculture.
An example she gave was 
that of Iraq. She said a large 
number of women and chil­
dren are dying over there be­
cause the United States blew 
up their water supply.
Benjamin then spoke about 
the different organizations 
aimed athelpingother people 
around the world who are not 
as lucky as we are.
"We are human beings, and 
we should care about other 
human beings," Benjamin 
said.
The Peace Corps, which is a 2- 
year commitment, is funded by 
the government and is looking 
for people who possess a skill. 
She said that it is hard to find a 
program that will pay you un­
less you have a needed skill.
Other organizations, such as 
Benjamin's Global Exchange, 
help underprivileged people 
around the world and at the same 
time serves as a learning expe­
rience for the people involved.
Although the members of pro­
grams like this one have to pay 
for their own trips, Benjamin 
said, "You pay for an education, 
consider going overseas as part 
of your education."
Global Exchange takes its 
members on short trips, as well 
as long ones, to such places as 
Indian reservations, Brazil, Af­
rica, Cuba, Vietnam and Hon­
duras. Through these trips, 
people of all cultures learn from 
each other and understand their 
points of view. "Talk instead of 
fight," Benjamin said.
One aspect of this work that 
Benjamin said is not brought out 
is that it is "a lot of fun and 
extremely rewarding work."
Second graduation 
ceremony to be 
added in December
By Chris Olsen 
Staff Writer
Grand 
Valley will 
have a 
December 
commence­
ment cer­
emony in 
1993 for the 
first time in 
the
university's 
history.
The deci­
sion by the university and 
President Lubbers was 
spurred by surveys that were 
given to the students by an 
ad hoc committee of the 
Student Senate.
Upon its findings, the ad 
hoc committee recognized 
the following needs for an 
additional commencement:
• a need for more than 
four tickets for family 
members
•shortened time of com­
mencement
•the need for ceremonies 
at different times to accom­
modate all students effi­
ciently.
Ed Cardenas, Student 
Senator who headed the 
committee, said there were 
options that had to be 
weighed when deciding
upon the 
December 
com­
mence­
ment.
"We were 
concerned 
about the 
timing, the 
weather 
conditions 
and the 
turnout 
due to the 
Christmas 
season."
Presi­
dent
Lubbers decided that 
keeping the school together 
as a whole, as opposed to 
splitting the May ceremony 
into two ceremonies— 
either by B.S or B.A. de­
grees or by schools— was 
good reason for a December 
ceremony.
Other institutions have 
implemented the same 
commencement programs 
in the past.
Area schools such as: 
Ferris State University, 
Northern Michigan Univer­
sity, Saginaw Valley State 
University, and Lake 
Superior State University 
hold fall and winter semes­
ter commencement ceremo­
nies.
Autonom y approved 
for three GV schools
By Lori Gruntman
Staff Writer
The University Academic 
Senate voted on Feb. 26 to 
approve autonomy for the 
School of Education, the 
School of Nursing, and the 
School of Social Work.
According to William Bell, 
chair of UAS, the motions to 
make each school autono­
mous was carried:
• 19 yes, 8 no for the School 
of Education
• 19 yes, 8 no for the School 
of Nursing
• 18 yes, 9 no for the School 
of Social Work
A motion was made, sec­
onded, and carried to ap­
prove a proposal that "be­
fore any or all of the schools 
are finally granted au­
tonomy, actions will be 
taken by UAS on recom­
mendations from a task 
force before the end of the 
year to consider questions 
a ri si ng from t he Sena te su b- 
committee reports," ac­
cording to the meeting 
minutes from Feb. 26.
A motion was also sec­
onded and carried to ap­
prove the formation of a 
task force to develop 
guidelines for approving 
autonomous units in the 
future.
With the granting of au­
tonomy, the schools will be 
headed by a dean to be ap­
pointed by the administra­
tion.
The Seidman School of 
Business has been autono­
mous.
Campus West 
Apartments 
ranks highest in 
tenants' eyes
By Janet Meana 
Staff Writer
Tenants rated the Campus West Apartments highest in over­
all satisfaction of living conditions among the local apartment 
complexes, according to a survey conducted by the Student 
Senate.
Tenants in Campus West, Campus View, Boltwood, Ravines 
and Grand Valley apartments received the surveys after Christ­
mas break and were asked to rate their complex in seven 
categories:
• maintenance— including cleanliness and upkeep
• furnishings— if furnished
• amenities— laundry and recreational facilities
• administration— office hours, availability of landlord, com­
munications, attitude, clarity of lease
• security— in individual apartments and the entire complex
• value— how well the quality justifies the cost
• overall satisfaction
Seventeen percent of the surveys were returned.
The survey was prompted by student concerns and com­
plaints about housing and was designed to help students make 
housing decisions for next year, said Senator Angie Burnell.
Student Senate did its first apartment survey last winter, but 
the landlords thought the survey was too broad and vague. 
Therefore a task force of landlords, housing representatives and 
senators was formed to write a second survey.
Many of the concerns brought up by tenants are being pre­
sented to each landlord, Burnell said, so they can make improve­
ments.
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Results of Student Senate Apartment Survey
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Nursing professor meets with Hillary Clinton and task force
By Mike Ring 
Staff Writer
Professionals from all over 
thecountry including Patricia 
Underwood, Grand Valley 
associate professor of nurs­
ing, were summoned to meet 
with President Clinton's Task 
Force On Health Care Reform 
on March 3 in Washington, D.C.
Underwood, R.N.Ph.D., was 
one of 30 nurses called upon to 
share her nursing expertise with
Hillary Rodhan Clinton and 
five members of the Task Force.
The meeting lasted for two 
hours and covered a wide range 
of topics, including cost excess 
and the quality of health care. 
Also discussed were the im-
PHOIO BY NIKKI BO HITMAN
Patricia Underwood, associate professor of nursing at Grand Valley, met with Hillary Clinton in 
Washington D.C. to share her health care expertise with the taskforce on health care reform.
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portance of establishing a 
health care system that has 
greater public access, and a 
shift to a system thatdeals with 
"primary care."
Primary care is a method of 
health care that deals with 
promoting healthy lifestyles in 
the home. Experts deal one- 
on-one with people to educate 
them about leading a healthy 
life.
For instance, Kent County 
has a home-based program 
thateducates pregnant women 
on proper diet, exercise, etc. so
that they will have healthy ba­
bies. This program treats be­
tween 1700 and 1800 women 
yearly.
"It was a very exciting op- 
portuni ty to frankly d iscu ss ou r 
concerns regarding health care 
reform with Mrs. Clinton," 
Underwood said. "As far as 
the overall impact we made, 
I'm still uncertain."
Underwood, who has been 
at Grand Valley since 1988, co­
ordinates and teaches gradu­
ate nursing courses at the 
Kirkhof School of Nursing.
IF YOU WANT TO MAKE IT 
IN THE REAL WORLD, 
SPEND A SEMESTER IN OURS.
Stitp World Co.
Walt Disney World Co. representalives will lie on campus to 
present an information session for Undergraduate Students on the 
Walt Disney World SUMMER/FALL '93 College Program
WHEN: Thursday, April 1 
7:00pm
Portslde Room of the 
Kirkhof Center
A tten dance a t th is  p re sen ta tio n  is  
re q u ire d  to  in terv iew  f o r  the  
Sum m er/F aii '93 College Program .
Interviews will be held on Friday.
April 2 The following majors are 
encouraged to attend: SUMMER— 
Business, Communication, Recreation 
Leisure Studies, Hospitality/Restaurant 
Mgmt., Travel & Tourism and Theatre, 
Drama FALL— All majors welcome
For more Information 
Contact: Cooperative Education 
and Placement 
Phone: 895-3311
An Equal Opportunity Employer
WHERE:
© The Walt Disney Co.
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GVSU delegation to Model Arab Sophomore named 
League receives numerous awards fellow as student
personnel administratorBy Jennifer L. Wigger Assistant Editor
Grand Valley State 
University'sdelegation at 
the Midwest Model Arab 
League came away with 
numerous awards, in­
cluding outstanding del­
egation.
M ichelle Fehr, Dan 
Kroupa,PetarMatic, Kim 
Sabatino, and Jennifer 
Wigger, under the direc­
tion of history Prof. James 
Goode, represented Iraq 
at the annual event held 
from Feb. 25-27 at Calvin 
College in Grand Rapids.
This year, delegations 
from 14 colleges partici­
pated in the Sixth Mid- 
westModel Arab League.
This was Grand Valley's 
sixth year participating in 
the League, as well as the 
sixth year that they won 
the outstanding delega­
tion award.
Each delegation sent 
students to five commit­
tees: political affairs, 
economic affairs, social 
affairs, cultural affairs, 
and Palestinian affairs.
Each committee was as­
signed a faculty advisor, 
whose purpose was 
mainly to ensure that ev­
erything ran as well as it 
should, and to offer ad- 
vice when needed
Once in committee, of- Grand Valley's delegation to the Midwest Model Arab League at Calvin 
ficers were elected, and College on Feb. 25-27 won the outstanding delegation award. (I tor: Dan 
draft resolutions, sub- Kroupa, Prof. James Goode, Michelle 
mitted by the students, Fehr, Petar Malic, Jennifer Wigger. 
were debated and ulti-
By Heather Kish 
Staff Writer
PHOTO BY ADAM CARROLL
Cheiyl Sanford, a 19-year- 
old sophomore studying 
facilities management, has 
been named a 
fellow in the 
N a t i o n a l  
Association of 
S t u d e n t  
P e r s o n n e l  
Administrators.
Through this 
p r o g r a m ,
Sanford will 
work in the 
C ooperative 
Education and 
P l a c e m e n t  
Office on 
c a m p u s  
working with 
students and 
staff, helping 
to produce the 
ne ws l e t t e r ,  
a n d  
performing clerical duties.
Sanford will attend 
leadership institutes through 
this program and will be 
eligible for an internship 
during her senior year. She 
will also receive funds for 
graduate school through 
NASPA.
"I like working with 
computers and I will be doing
that through this program," 
Sanford said. She added that 
she chose to be a facilities 
management major because it 
is unique and she plans to be a
manager someday. „ .
Sanford
said she 
applied for 
t h i s  
p r o g r a m 
t h r o u g h  
t h e 
Mi nor i t y  
Bus i ne s s  
Education 
C e n t e r .  
She had to 
write an 
essay on 
her goals 
a n d  
aspirations 
and what  
s h e  
planned on
PHOTO BY NIKKJ BOERTMAN g e ttin g  OUt
Cheryl Sanford of this
program. Applicants were 
also required to have a 
cumulative GPA of 2.0 and 
had to have worked within 
student personnel.
GVSU Assistant Director of 
Cooperative Education and 
Placement, Charleen Hayes- 
Joseph, will be Sanford's 
mentor throughout the 
program.
mately withdrawnor voted on. 
Numerous joint draft resolu­
tions are formed between ally 
nations who desire similar 
things.
On the afternoon of the last 
day, all of the delegations met 
together in a plenary session. 
Here they voted, with one vote 
to a country, on draft resolu­
tions passed in committee ses­
sions. The passed draft reso­
lutions then become resolu­
tions, and are submitted to the 
national Model Arab League. 
A copy of them is also sent to 
the real Arab League.
After the plenary session, an 
awards ceremony was held. 
Three outstanding delegates 
from each committee, officers 
from the committees,and three 
outstanding delegations were 
each acknowledged. In addi­
tion, every participant received 
a certificate.
Petar Matic won outstand­
ing delegate for his work on the 
political affairs committee; 
Michelle Fehr received the 
same award for her work on 
the cultural affairs committee; 
and Dan Kroupa also received 
theoutstandingdelegateaward 
for his work on the Palestinian 
affairs committee. Jennifer 
Wigger received a certificate 
for her work as repertoire of 
the economic affairs commit­
tee.
The entire delegation re­
ceived an outstanding delega­
tion plaque.
" Representing Iraq was an 
unique and interesting experi­
ence because it forced us to see 
current issues from another 
point of view," according to 
Petar Matic.
Michelle Fehr added that "it 
was exciting meeting people
from all over the Midwest re­
gion, and the Model Arab 
League developed my speak­
ing and debating skills."
The Midwest Arab League 
was honored by beingattended 
by Abdullah Sabih, a Palestin­
ian delegate from the real Arab 
League. He gave informative 
and inspiring speeches on the 
function and concerns of the 
Arab League, and spoke as well 
on the Palestinian situation. 
He also went from committee 
to committee, listening and
Please see ARAB, p. 4
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offering advice when ap­
propriate.
Being in character was 
emphasized at the League, 
meaning thatnotonly must 
a delegate debate well 
against unfavored draft 
resolutions and defend his 
or her own, but also that he 
or she must act as a del­
egate from his or her coun­
try would. .
For exam ple, even 
though an Iraqi delegate 
might get along well witha 
Saudi Arabian delegate 
outside of the meetings 
when they are once again 
American students, in the 
meetings they would be 
antagonistic, or at least 
mildly hostile to the other.
Even if one delegate has 
a draft resolution that a 
delegate favored, if that 
first delegate was from a 
country which is a natural 
enemy of the country of the 
second delegate, the sec­
ond would at a minimum 
vote against the draft reso­
lution.
The same rule of being 
in character holds true on 
the opposite extreme as 
well, in that a delegate must 
know and act accordingly 
to the natural allies of his 
or her country.
An interesting thing re­
lated to being in character 
was that Arabs, no matter 
how much they might dis­
like someone from an dif­
ferent country, are never 
openly hostile. There is al­
ways great respect and 
dignity towards other 
people. This rule of char­
acter was sometimes hard 
to follow, especially when 
other delegates stepped out 
of role.
The cost of the Arab 
League was $50 per del­
egation, with an extra $10 
for each delegate. This was 
the first year that any fee at 
all was charged; the uni­
versity covered the fee.
Speaker O n Aids
Nan Hunt
Clinical Supervisor of the 
Social Work Department 
at Butterworth Hospital.
Friday March 26 
3 - 5pm at the 
Cook Dewitt Center
Sponsored by the Bachelor of 
Social Work Student Organization
Feminist philosopher to lecture 
in celebration of International 
Women's History Month
Feministphilosopher Mary 
Daly will lecture at Grand 
Valley's Eberhard Center on 
April 1,7:30 p.m.
Daly sees her work as that 
of "a pirate righteously plun­
dering treasures of knowl­
edge that have been stolen 
and hidden from women."
Doris Rucks, director of 
Women's Studies, added, 
"This world-renowned au­
thor is an exciting speaker 
who debunks patriarchal 
thought and blazes new paths 
to freedom by enabling 
women to discover the hid­
den connections that make 
sense of their lives.
"In this imaginative blend 
of autobiography and vision­
ary philosophy, she reveals 
her struggles to smuggle these
treasures back."
Daly, an associate profes­
sor at Boston College, earned 
a doctorate degree in religion 
at St. Mary's College, Notre 
Dame, and a doctorate in 
philosophy at the University 
of Fribourg, Switzerland.
She teaches feminist ethics 
to undergraduate and 
graduate students.
Faculty, staff and students 
who would like to meet Daly 
can do so at an informal 
brown-bag luncheon at noon 
on April 2 in the Portside 
Room of the Kirkhof Center.
The Women's Studies Pro­
gram is bringing Daly to 
campus to celebrate Interna­
tional W omen's History 
Month.
m
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Bill Clinton: 
Taking candy 
from a
Having just witnessed the 
truly despicable spectacle of the 
Bey of the United States (Mr. 
Clinton) taking $1,000 from a 
14-year-old boy (who made 
his money cutting lawns). 
When it should have been 
returned with the advice that 
the child apply it to his college 
investment , I am nauseous! 
What will be next?!? Perhaps 
Mr. Clinton will start 
confiscating the full red buckets 
from the Salvation Army at 
Christmas time, or perhaps it 
will be store counter donations 
to "Jerry's Kids!" It is obvious 
to me that Mr. Clinton has no 
class! Even Josef Stalin (while 
he lived) had a better public 
image! If President's Reagan 
and Bush ever attempted to 
take money from a child
baby
regardless of the situation, the 
liberal news media would have 
figuratively impaled them! I 
have no doubt that the same 
media will still contend that the 
character of Mr. Clinton does 
not matter! How ludicrous!
Furthermore, since it is now 
public knowledge that Hillary 
Rodham-Clinton had been 
having many conversations 
with the ghost of Eleanor 
Roosevelt about how to go 
about running the country, I 
am wondering whether anyone 
has bothered to ascertain 
whether Hillary has been 
inhaling whather husband once 
tried?! Juan and Evita in the 
White House: How silly!
Sincerely,
Rudolph J. Jr.
FRANKLY
speaking
with Frank Buscemi
OVERKILL. ..
I was lying on the couch in 
my temporary Colorado condo 
watching CNN. Basically, I was 
stranded there do to massive 
sunburn and pulled leg muscles 
from the day's skiing. The TV 
people began to talk about the 
standoff in Waco, Texas. I 
looked at the now-crumpled 
Denver Post that lie on the cof- 
feetable. On it's front page was 
another story about this tense 
standoff.
Only in America do we put 
up with these kinds of situa­
tions. We put up with the hos- 
tagesinlranforoverayear. We 
nearly went to war over Rus­
sian missiles in Cuba. We 
seemingly always come to the
aid of third-world countries that 
are being picked on by bigger 
third-world countries.
Now we have a crazed 
American sitting in compound 
in Texas whosecul t has already 
killed four federal officers and 
were waiting for him to make a 
move. Why? Day after day 
we've sat and waited for some­
thing to happen. Day after day 
we've watched our tax money 
dwindle on a seemingly wasted 
cause. Now we've got tanks 
just sitting in front of this infa­
mous "compound."
What ever happened to the 
days when the government 
would drop a couple of tons of 
tear gas in the building and
Is it worth It?
Fighting the
id's beauty myth
By Steve Clark 
Opinion Writer
Whether you agree or 
disagree with me, I know we 
all care about how others 
perceive us. Please keep that 
in mind as I recount the 
following events and 
thoughts.
I spoke with a dear friend of 
mine recently about exercise 
and her insights distress me 
greatly.
Since she has been 
exercising on a regular basis, 
she has noted her improved 
self perception, muscle tone, 
and altered weight and 
dimensions. All things to be 
happy about.
What upset was the fact that 
she questioned whether or not 
the exercise regimen she has 
worked to turn into routine 
has been worth the while. 
Such questioning on her part 
peaked my curiosity so I 
pushed her to explain her 
seemingly contradictory 
thoughts and emotions.
She reflected that when 
someone has a significant 
need to exercise, in order to 
feel more physioemotionally 
healthy, they do not compare 
one's self to others in more 
stereotypically good shape. 
At that point, why bother? 
y^A s they begin to exercise
and note outward, bodily, 
changes, they subcon­
sciously start to hold them­
selves up to others, be they 
friends or those images seen 
in advertisements through­
out the media.
The difficulty in making 
such com parisons, she 
observed, is that marketing 
gurus have set impossibly 
exaggerated ideals as the 
defining images of what is 
healthy and/or beautiful. 
Thus, it is frustrating to 
devote hard work to 
exercise and know that they 
will never look like those 
images.
So, frustrated by the fact 
that no one can ever meet­
ing the criteria necessary to 
be seen through society's 
cumulative eyes as 
beautiful, it is easier to not 
work out and exist in a state 
which, while not being out 
and out dangerous to your 
physical existence,certainly 
is less than physically 
promising in the long run.
What angers me the most 
is the fact that my friend's 
thought process, about not 
treating their bodies as well 
as possible, takes place at 
all.
It takes place because she 
knows that society will hold 
Please see MYTH, P. 6
storm the place and come out 
with the criminal? Oh, that's 
right, we already tried that, but 
this time we've got tanks.
Here's what they should do. 
Drive a few (maybe 10) tanks 
right through the front door, 
grab Koresh by his skinny little 
neckand throw him in the shark 
pit at Sea World. Why should 
we waste anymore tax money 
on this guy?
Don't Americans do a won­
derful job of making heroes out 
of people that don't deserve it? 
Amy Fisher ring a bell? She 
shot a woman then had five 
movies made about the trau­
matic experience. Her story 
was on every talk show, in ev­
ery magazine and the tales live 
on.
Are we going to have to put 
up with these same results from 
this whole Koresh thing? I re­
ally, really hope not. First of all, 
Koresh is obviously suffering 
from a major, major identity 
crisis. He's a failed musician 
who claims to be the Son of 
God. That's reason enough to
put him into a straight jacket.
I can't figure out for the life 
of me why they're letting him 
get away with this. It looks 
like the perfect publicity stunt. 
See if you follow this: he starts 
a massive underground cult, 
takes over some kind of strange 
compound that vaguely ap­
pears to be some kind of dairy 
farm, houses weapons of all 
kinds, instructs his people to 
take fire on federal officers, 
killing four of them and now 
he claims to be waiting for 
"God's word" to set his people 
into action. Now, Koresh is on 
the cover of People Magazine, 
what is the deal with that?
1 don't want to see weeks 
and weeks of deliberations 
over the charges against him. I 
don't want to see movies and 
m ini-series' made on the 
standoff. I want to see Koresh 
walk out of the compound in 
the custody of the national 
guard and marched directly to 
prison. Do not pass go, do not 
collect $200, end of story, I've 
heard enough.
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Submissions may. be dropped off in The Lanthorn 
office, downstairs Kirkhof Center, or should be sent to 
the following address:
Grand Valley State University 
The Lanthorn- "Letters to the Editor"
One College Landing 
Allendale, Ml 49401
Editorial Phone 895-3120 
Business Phone 895-3608 
f  AX 895-3700
PHNItNC OF THE UNIHORN 15 RJNE*D IN PART FT YOUR STUDENT UFE H I
Sarah Stinson Editor in Chief
Jennifer Wigger Assistant Editor
Mel Cronenwett News Editor
Frank Buscemi Opinion Editor
Sherry Peaks Campus Life Editor
Beth Grienke Entertainment Editor
Brian Rutkowski Sports Editor
Erik Jridlladay Photo Editor
Lynnelle Tans Copy Editor
Sara Muniz Art Director
Michelle Korman Advertising Manager
Gary LaFond Business Manager
Mike Joseph Account Manager
Lawrence Beery Advisor
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her, and others like her, 
up against the concocted 
yardsticksof beauty, cre­
ated and used by compa­
nies selling everything 
from personal hygiene 
products to luxury auto­
mobiles.
These unrealistic 
gauges of beauty are 
based on a set of body 
proportions, hair color, 
and other physical char­
acteristics which most 
men and women will 
never naturally possess.
It is common for the 
explicit, or underlying, 
message of an advertise­
ment to be based upon 
the individuals' in­
creased ability to meet the 
above conditions if they 
only purchase whatever 
good or service the mer­
chant is hawking.
It is one thing for mem­
bers of a society to have 
values in common which 
unite their senses of 
beauty. Itisquiteanother 
thing to ingrain in indi­
viduals the belief that 
they are only as beautiful
Cost of facilities outweigh student learning
. . .  Ann'Hrv hark until 12:!as others perceive them to 
be, or that the degree to 
which they are beautiful 
depends upon their ability 
to physically resemble 
others with different body 
types.
Having recounted this 
recent conversation and 
theunsettlingeffectsithad 
upon me, I hope having 
read it you recognize how 
crucial your perspective is 
for society. If you dislike, 
and are outraged by, social 
pressure to define what is 
beautiful in terms which 
rule out the beauty of the 
individual, based on 
uniquely individual traits, 
then make your feelings 
known.
Let others know you 
don't hold them up to ad­
vertisers' indexes of 
beauty. Write the 
Lan thorn and let me know. 
However you do it, com­
municate with others and 
express your appreciation 
for the diversity of beauty 
to be found in everyone 
around you.
B y Chris Olsen 
Opinion Writer
As I have attended Grand 
Valley I have been impressed 
with the University in many 
areas such as: the instructors, 
student services, and the condi­
tion of the college.
Other details about the Uni­
versity have made me angry. 
The largest point of anger is the 
fact that because of statistics on 
the amount of students that use 
the facilities on the weekend, 
facilities hours are cut back.
Ifound this to be true one cold 
day and many times since.
I treaded to the library on at 
Saturday morning to accom­
plish some needed studying 
only to find that it doesn't open 
until 12:30 p.m.
It was 10:30 a.m.
When 
Ididac- 
q u i r e  
a cc e ss  
into the 
library I 
a s k e d  
why it 
o p e n s  
so late.
The helpful librarian said, 
"Statistics or something."
I can understand the 
university's goals in conserving 
energy and money, but not to 
the point when it deters stu­
dents from using the facilities of 
the University.
The libraries hours through 
the week are 8 a.m. to midnight; 
these are sufficient.
Friday's, Saturday's, and 
Sunday's hours are not satis­
factory for the student body of 
Grand Valley.
Friday, a day of normally 
scheduled classes, begins at 8 
a.m., but abruptly ends at 6 
p.m.Isthis to encourage students 
to take time off from their stud-
night, don't try back until 12:30 
the next day. Oh, good news 
though, the library is open until 
the staggering hour of 9:00 p.m 
on Saturday. Just perfect for 
those late night studying hours!
The library opens at 1:00p.m. 
on Sunday. This late opening is 
understandable due to the reli­
gious connotation which theday 
holds, but why 1:00 and not 
noon? Every Sunday there are 
student sitting outside at 12:15. 
They learn their lesson after thei r 
first chilling experience in the 
frigid cold, but still, why 1:00 
instead of 12:00.
Oncein theZumberge library, 
a student can find all of the facts 
and sources they need for that
ies and start the party early or is pressing term p a ^ r  or 20 ques-
the electric bill sohigh that those tion essay exam, but just getting
Friday night book-crunchers 'n place to study is a chal 
need not use the library ? lenge.
If you were locked out Friday
West Michigan Tourism
By Susan Squire lecture entitled the'Task Force
News and Information on Tourism" at 9 a.m.
Services From 10-11:10 a.m., two lec-
Grand Valley State 
University's Hospitality and 
Tourism Management pro­
gram will host the Airnual West 
Michigan Tourism Update on 
April 8, at the Eberhard Center 
on the Grand Rapids Campus 
ofGVSU.
The program is designed to 
provide tourism professionals 
with an update on die state of 
tourism in Michigan and in­
formation concerning the fac­
tors and forces that affect the 
tourism industry. Packaging 
West Michigan tourism for in­
ternational markets and the 
role of tourism in setting pub­
lic policy are among the topics 
the program will focus on.
Registration will begin at 
8:30a.m. The first speaker, State 
Representative Robert 
Breckenridge, will present a
tures will be given. Fred Bevis, 
GVSU professor of biology, will 
speak on "Adventure Travel 
and the Environment." He will 
be followed by Mark Luttenton, 
GVSU professor of biology, 
who will speak on "Eco-Tour- 
ism and Environmental Con­
cerns."
At 11:20 a.m., Gary Fisher, 
president of the West Michigan 
Tourist A ssociation, will 
presenta lectureentitled, "West 
Michigan Travel Trends 
Analysis."
During the luncheon, which 
begins at 12:15 p.m., Jonathan 
W hite, GVSU professor of 
criminal justice, will present the 
keynote address entitled 'Ter­
rorism and Tourism."
Following the luncheon, 
Donald Holecek, Director of the 
Travel, Tourism and Recreation 
Resources Center located at 
Michigan State University, will
Service employees 
to meet with students
The fifth annual West 
. Michigan Human and Public 
Services Networking Day is 
slated for April 1.
The Networking Day, 
sponsored by West Michigan 
Collegiate Career Services 
(WMCCS), provides an 
opportunity for students or 
recent graduates to speak with 
human resources representa­
tives concerning permanent 
employment and internships.
Undergraduate and gradu­
ate students in programs re­
lated to human and public 
services will find a wide range 
of organizations represented at 
the event. Over 30 organiza­
tions are registered to partici­
pate in the event. The organi­
zations will include govern­
ment and human services 
agencies, charitable organiza­
tions, hospitals and other non­
profit employers.
The event will take place at 
Aquinas College's Wege Cen­
ter and is scheduled from 1:30 
to 4:30 p.m.
Some of the representatives 
will have positions currently 
open, so students are encour­
aged to bring resumes and 
dress appropriately.
WMCCS is a consortium of 
the placement offices at Hope, 
Calvin, Aquinas, and GVSU. 
For more information on the 
Networking Day, call the 
GVSU placement office at 895- 
3311.
Poem of the Week...
Special Kind Of Understanding
It's never to strenuous or demanding 
because we have a special kind of understanding.
We have time to take in a little humor, conversale and 
eat lunch,
When comes down to the wire I know you'll be there in 
a crunch.
We have so much fun together, no strings attached 
we have a deep, caring bond that can 't be matched.
It is difficult to find a decent genuine friend, 
one not superficial, but pleasant within.
An individual with a clean heart
who can be humble or bold and play his part.
No pressures or tension
you will always stay in my heart and mind and be 
mentioned.
The things we do for each other is only sincere 
I respect, adore and keep you dear.
You are the epitome o f a good friend 
going out o f your way, always willing to bend.
In this cold world your friendship is my blanket 
you are so special to me I can't even fake it.
So for now and years to come, nothing has to be said 
between us as far as the things we've done.
Just a warm smile of assurance and a glimpse o f the 
eye;
no need to ask why.
Because we have a special kind o f understanding.
Terralyn R. Jones
Update to be
present a lecture on 'Tourism 
Employment Analysis."
At 2:30 p.m., Thomas 
Altemus, director of the Michi­
gan Travel Bureau, will present 
a lecture entitled, "Packaging 
Michigan Travel Products."
Concluding remarks will be 
by Gary Page, GVSU associate 
professor of hospitality and 
tourism management.
Anyone who wishes to par-
held April 8
ticipatein the conference must 
register before April 2. Thecost 
for the conference is $49. For 
conference participants who 
wish to take part in a tour of 
Grand Rapids and a reception 
offered on the evening of April 
17, the cost is $65.
To register, or obtain more 
information, call the program 
office at 895-3118.
Dummies have a lot to
say at NCS
By Heather Kish 
Staff Writer
Lynn Trefzyer and a few of 
her puppet friends entertained 
a number of GVSU students in 
the Promenade Deck of Kirkhof 
Center on March 18.
The self-taught ventriloquist 
started her act with a camel 
puppet named Camelot. 
Throughout the show, Camelot 
was known for having a gas 
problem and adm itted to 
holding Jack Daniels in his 
hump. Camelot concluded his 
appearance by singing "Joy to 
the World," by Three Dog 
Night.
Trefzyer's second friend, 
Simon, was also a hit with the 
crowd. When Simon 
complained that he didn't have
a microphone and Trefzyer 
placed a make-believe mic in 
frontof him,heexclaimed, "I'm 
adummy,notanidiot." Simon 
constantly blamed Trefzyer for 
his grammatical errors, asking 
her if she had ever heard of 
Hooked on Phonics.
Trefzyer's newest puppet, 
Emily, was upbeat and emo­
tional as she fell in love with a 
member of the audience.
The last friend of Trefzyer's 
to make an appearance was 
Jed, a puppet of an old man 
who liked to sing, 'Tump Up 
the Jam ," and threatened 
members of the audience who 
he thought were staringat him. 
The performance was con­
cluded by Jed calling Domino's 
in Qeveland saying, "If it isn't 
here in 30 minutes, it's free!"
Trefzyer and her friends 
have performed with such ce­
lebrities as Sinbad and Tanya 
Tucker.
"Stride for Pride" to raise 
money for Special Olympics
By Inshirah S. Peaks & Gary 
Bonn
Campus Life Editor and 
Guest Writer
Project A.B.L.E., of 
VolunteerlGVSU, in conjunc­
tion with Theta Chi Omega 
Sorority, will be sponsoring the 
first annual "Stride For Pride" 
on April 2.
Ottawa County mounted 
police force will lead the way 
on horseback for the event.
In this event, four empty 
wheelchairs will be pushed by 
individual walkers from the 
Allendale Campus to the 
Eberhard Center, a walk of 
approximately 12.5 miles.
A station will be set up at the 
halfway point for refreshments 
and a short break.
A busservice will be provided 
to transport people back to the 
Allendale campus where a re­
ception for all participants will 
be held in the Mainsail Lounge.
Walkers are encouraged to 
raise money through pledges. 
The money raised will go to the 
Special Olympics, which will 
be coming to Grand Valley on 
April 17.
If you are interested in par­
ticipating in this event, pledge 
forms can be picked up in the 
Student Organization Volun­
teer Center, located in the 
Kirkhof Center. All walkers 
who raise $15 in pledges will 
receive a free T-shirt. Pledges 
are due by March 26 or as soon 
as possible.
If you have any questions, 
please contact the SO VC at 895- 
2363.
Ethnic Festival to 
be held Thursday
By Jennifer L. Wigger 
Assistant Editor
On Thursday, March 25, 
from 12-5 p.m., the annual 
Ethnic Festival will be held 
in the Promenade Deck of 
the Kirkhof Center.
As of Monday, 17 booths 
were confirmed, according 
to Reshall Williams, 
program coordinator. Each 
booth represents an area of 
the world or a country.
Displays, native dress, 
written material, artwork, 
and, of course, ethnic food,
will be included in the booths.
In addition, a lot of 
entertainm ent, most of it 
musical, will be provided. 
Universal Expression, a reggae 
band from Detroit, will once 
again be present. A bagpiper, 
Indian and Hispanic dancers, 
a pinata breaking, and an 
appearance by Leland Bond 
from the Voices of GVSU are 
also scheduled, ensuring that 
these five hours will be full of 
things to do and watch.
Admission to the ethnic 
festival is free.
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Spring Break
Four alternative spring breaks
By Janet Meana
Staff Writer
"Wenever expected the response we got," said Amy Lohman, referring to the 
120 applications for the four alternative spring break sites.
Only 60 spots were available.
The plan to interview each applicant was dropped due to the large number of 
applicants, she said. The applicants were divided by first site preference and 
checked for completeness. Names were then drawn randomly. This was the 
second year that Grand Valley has offered alternative spring breaks. Last year 
about 22 students went to Cabrini Green in Chicago to help refurbish apartments. 
Next year theprogram isbeingexpanded to includeat least six sites, Lohman said.
Anyone interested in helping to plan the alternative spring breaks or in being 
a site leader next year should contact the Student Life Office.
Winter sports area big cpring 
ice skating, and snowmobiling are just some of the favorites.
Community involvement in Appalachia
If you look on a map of Virginia yc3u willfindthetownof Natural Bridge about 
half-way between Roanoke and Lexington. What you won't find on the map in 
that vicinity is the town of of Buck Hill.
Buck Hill is smaller than Allendale, said Dana Roseman, the site leader for the 
Appalachia alternative spring break. It is a poor community comprised mainly 
of elderly people on a fixed income.
The 10 Grand Valley students did a variety of work in the community during
CARROLL
rom
and Julie Fisher helped fix up an apartm 
April Davis (center) will rent.
PHOTO BY ADAM CARROLLSome students that didn 't have the funds to 
venture to the warm south enjoyed what Michigan 
has to offer. Two deer are a common sight in the 
forests of Michigan
their week stay.
According to Roseman they painted, pruned trees, cleaned out part of an 
irrigation ditch, helped out on a farm and broke up rocks with a sledge hammer 
for a driveway. They also chopped down about an acre of saplings with an ax.
On their own initiative they cleaned up a stretch of roadside and accumulated 
21 bags of garbage.
"They don't recycle," Roseman said. The garbage included a lot of cans and 
bottles.
"Community involvement was through and through," Roseman said. "We 
felt part of the community."
Meals were prepared by the cooks from the hotel restaurant, but they were 
served by women from the community in the local church.
The group had planned to leave Buck Hill Friday, but couldn't because of the 
snow. They left Saturday, but had to return because the roads weresobad. They 
were finally able to leave Sunday afternoon and they arrived at Grand Valley at 
6 am. Monday.
'The group worked well together," Roseman said. "It was a good trip except 
for the blizzard."
Renovating an apartment in Chi
Only six students went to the Dearborn 
according to site leader Julie Fisher. Three stu 
The project for the week was to renovate 
months. It included cleaning, patching holes 
Fisher said.
Before they left, they got to meet April Davis 
apartment.
She was shy and didn't seem too excited at 
The group also went to a nearby school 
classrooms, Fisher said. The school had 1,300 s 
grade
They also got to meet 110 third-graders that 
This program pays for college if the children 
graduate from high school.
The group stayed at an apartment in the de 
the3,500 African-American residents. Thede 
Funding was available to provide full-time 
Fisher said. Crime was a lot higher in the urc 
The group stayed in a secure building. 
Howard Ivory, an employee of the develop 
spring break was always with the group and 
Local police also stopped by to check on thi 
A professor from a local college gave them 
Chicago. They ranged from run-down aparti 
Every night children from thedevelopment 
said.
"I had a great time," she said. "When it vv;
Spring Break is, of course, the perfect time for that old winter beater to give out.
Students enjoy large sporting events over spring break. 4th PHaro m 
row Blackhawck tickets were top on the list.
in the Appalachian Mountians in Natural Bridge, 
Virginia.
PHOTO BY DAN IRV1NC
|Housing Development in South Chicago, 
dents canceled at the last minute, 
i apartment that had been empty for two 
i the walls and painting everything beige,
I the woman who was going to move into the
ut it, Fisher said.
or a day and helped the teachers in their 
udents ranging from kindergarten to eighth
i part of the "I Have a Dream Program." 
|dedde to further their education after they
at and were the only whites among 
opment included 16-nine floor buildings, 
rity guards for only 10 of the buildings,
I buildings.
lent and the coordinator for the alternative 
ie them feel safe, Fisher said, 
i a couple times each day, she said.
| tour of African-American neighborhoods in 
tents to middle class suburbs, Fisher said.
Id stop by theirapartment to visit, Fisher
> time to go I didn't want to leave."
The Youth Service Opportunity Project set the agenda for the 21 students who 
traveled to New York fortheiraltemativespringbreak, said Amy Lohman, thesite 
leader.
The students were divided into four groups and everyday each group worked 
in a different soup kitchen. Their job was to help prepare and serve meals to the 
homeless.
The smallest kitchen served about 80 people, Lohman said, and the largest 
about 1,000.
The students were suppose to eat at the soup kitchens, but they had a hard time 
dealing with the unsanitary conditions, she said.
'There were cockroaches, and food that fell on the floor was still used,"said 
Lohman.
The group slept on a classroom floor in a multipurpose room of the agency's. 
Everyday they had to pack up their belongings so that the room could be used, 
Lohman said.
It wasn't until later in the week that the group was told that the agency was 
trying to make them feel "homeless" by the way they were being treated.
It explained why they weren't allowed to take showers during the first couple 
of days and why they had to wear the same agency shirt everyday, Lohman said.
Even their first breakfast was "homeless." It was old doughnuts served out of 
a garbage bag.
"We experienced all the negative parts of New York," Lohman said.
At night they heard gunshots, they got lost on the subways and they acciden­
tally tripped the alarm in their building. Eight members of the group became ill.
"Thereare 100,000 homeless people in New York," Lohman said. 'There were 
panhandlers everywhere."
She found herself becoming immune to them and she didn't like that
New York Homeless
»Y PETAR MATIC
'erquist, 
nt in Chicago that
<). FISHER
As part o f Campus Ministries ’ trip to Washington, D.C., this group PHaro BV PETAR MATIC
prepared breakfast for som e residents of the Shalom House.
N ida Taylor, Becca Borawski and Brice Miller.
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Campus ministries goes 
to Washington D.C.
By Jennifer L. Wigger 
Assistant Editor
Duringspringbreakltraveledwithagroupofapproximately65 students under 
the direction of John DeBoer and Tim Custer on Campus Ministries' alternative 
spring break trip to Washington D.C.
While there, weof course sawallofthesightsone thinks ofwhenheorshe thinks 
of Washington: the Lincoln Memorial, the White House, the National Cathedral, 
theSmithsonian, etc. We also met with Representative Hoekstra'schief of staff and 
with Senator Carl Levin.
However, we all took a morning away from our five day trip to volunteer at 
homeless shelters, day cares, soup kitchens, etc. The group I was in went to the 
Shalom House, a low income housing complex in Washington.
Ninety-three people live in the Shalom House. Many were formerly homeless. 
Somearementallyill.Ninety-five percent are black, 50 percentare male, 25 percent 
are HIV positive or have full-blown AIDS. Fifty percent are recovering from an 
addiction (all tenants must be clean 8 months before they are allowed to live in the 
Shalom House). One hundred percent are functional and independent.
The Shalom House is both permanent and transitional housing, depending on 
the individual. Each person has his or her own room, and is dependent solely on 
him selfor herself for food,etc. Agroupof tenants share a kitchen. Eachtenantpays 
30 percent of his or her income as rent
Our group came in and prepared a late breakfast for about 15 of the tenants (they 
had signed up earlier). As stated before, each tenant is responsible for feeding 
himself, so prepared meals like these are not common, but occasionally volunteers 
prepare a meal, figuring that the some of the people could use it.
We all had a goal time, first with each other, as we prepared and served eggs, 
potatoes, sausages, etc, and then as we sat and ate with the group. The setting was 
very intimate, with three to four people to a table We ate and talked to the people, 
learning about them and talking about ourselves. This might sound very trite, but 
I think that, especially for us, we saw them not as "homeless" or "poor," but as 
people Italkedabout whattheroleoftheUS.shouldbeintheworld witha Vietnam 
War vet who is HIV positive. A woman from Peru told me how she likes America 
but misses her mother, who she left behind. Another man tried repeatedly to have 
us all come to the shoe-store where he works to buy shoes from him.
The Shalom House is under the care of SUMRSo Others Might Eat).
NOTE It was 60 and sunny in D.C.-beautiful! (We missed the storm.)
____________________ ___________ v >-_________
(From L to R) Bethany Waterbury, Cindy Mosling, p h o t o  bv ia n e t m e a n a  
Stacy /ablonski, Maleah Blakely wash a pelican.
Pelicans in Florida
(note: author went on this trip)
The Bird Emergency Aid and Rare Sanctuary in Jacksonville, Ha., isa non-profit 
organization that cares for injured birds. It's staffed by volunteers and a few 
employees that only get paid when there is money available.
'It's impressive that these people ha vededicated their lives tosaving birds/"said 
Steve Fleury, the site leader.
Our group did a variety of work including cleaning pens, building frames for 
aviaries and putting down fresh sand and mulch.
A few members of the group worked with injured loons, which arc native to 
Michigan, but migrate south in the winter.
On our first day, we helped wash 36 pelicans that gotten into a "ghost" spill. 
Cindy Mosling the founder and director of BEAKS, explained that a ghost spill is 
one that has an unknown origin.
She wasn'tevensureofwhatthespillconsisted of,butthoughtit might ha vebeen
diesel fuel.
It takes four people to wash a pelican, two to hold the bird and two to wash it. 
Three large tubs are used, one to wash in and two to rinse in. A final rinse is done 
in a sink with a hose.
The water temperature has to be about 106 degrees Fahrenheit, which is close to 
the body temperature of a pelican, according to Mosling.
You can teU if it's the right temperature if it is so hot that you want to pull your 
hand out immediately after you put it in.
Between 80 and 100 gallons of water is used to wash each bird, Mosling said. 
After the washing the water from the tubs is considered contaminated and it costs 
35 cents to dispose of it.
"Oneof the high pointsof the trip was seeing someof the pelicans that we helped 
wash be released," Heury said.
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Sting’s album Ten Summoner's Tales was recently released, 
and is a quality pick to add to your collection.
PHOTO ILLUSTRATION BY ADAM CARROLLchords of a wide variety of 
genres including reggae, jazz 
and even the classical beauty 
of a string quartet.
The tide of the album is a 
play on Sting's surname, 
Sumner; it also derives its in­
spiration from the Summoner 
in Chaucer's "Canterbury 
Tales." Sting commented that 
the only way that his compila­
tion is similar to Chaucer is 
that 'Ten Summoner's Tales," 
too, is a "rag bag of styles and 
influences."
Like Chaucer's literary col­
lection, each song in the set has 
a story of its own to tell. In­
cluding the Epilogue, the col­
lection consists of 11 songs. 
Each has its own blend of in­
struments and genre styles, 
from the pop-striking "If I Lose 
My Faith In You" to the rivet­
ing, smooth "Shape of My 
Heart" that is co-written by 
guitarist Dominic Miller.
"Love Is Stronger Than Jus­
tice (The Munificent Seven)" is 
the second piece on Ten 
Summoner's Tale. The story it­
self connects to a strong coun­
try music precedent of like 
tales. One can almost hear 
country ou tla w singers Waylon 
Jennings and Willie Nelson 
singing in the backdrop of this 
story of Mexico banditos and 
the roving cowboys who chase 
them down, all for the safety of 
a town and the reward of 
maidens to love.
The centerpiece ballad of the 
collection is "Fields of Gold." 
Its simple, indelible melody 
carries some of Sting's finest 
poetry.
"Seven Days" is another ex­
ample of cross breeding two 
musical genres. Sting referred 
that "The idea was to do some­
thing in 5/4  with a kind of 
reggae beat and chords that 
come out of a Broadway 
show."
"She's Too Good For Me" 
injects sardonic humor into a 
love theme. Sting commented, 
"There are a lot of musical 
jokes on this record—in this 
case, going from a rockabilly 
rhythm to a string quartet, it 
makes me laugh."
"Something the Boy Said" 
is a haunting story, reminis­
cent of "Island of Souls" from 
The Soul Cages.
In the Epilogue (Nothing ‘Bout 
Me), this artist plays with crit­
ics who try to interpret what 
his is like by psychoanalyzing 
his songs: "Lay my head on 
the surgeon's table . . . Run 
every test from A to Z / And 
you'll still know nothing 1x)ut
me. .. I'm  a simple man, it's 
no big mystery... Set up your 
microscope and tell me what 
you see/ You'll still no noth­
ing 1x)ut me."
The song ends with a series 
of climbing notes, hinting that 
the words and music even of 
this remarkable album hardly 
exhaust Sting's full intentions 
of the range of colors in his 
soul. "It's a chromatic run off 
into eternity," he said. "It 
doesn't end. It keeps going."
Even if Ten Summoner'sTales 
tells 'nothing 'bout him,' 
Sting's newest album is a trea­
sure to be savored long and 
deeply.
Sting is tentatively sched­
uled to go on tour in May and 
June of this year.
Rating: A-.
Ten Summoner's Tales is an upbeat collection
ByBetttGrienke
Entertainment Editor
Strange! A happy album 
from Sting, the self-imposed 
poet of the yearnings for some­
thing more?!?
The above news is truth for 
the most part. Sting recently 
released the album  Ten 
SummonedsTales and itismuch 
sunnier than his last album, 
1990's The Soul Cages.
Fans of the former Police 
member should not worry, 
though. This collection still 
abounds with the intrigujpg 
lyrics that havegiven him fame 
including eight G ram m y  
awards. After the first listen 
and initial surprise at the 
changed tone, these songs can 
be treasured for the innova­
tions they bring.
The style breaks ou t into new 
patterns from the British bard's 
previous work. "I like to throw 
curves into arrangements," 
Sting said, explaining that the 
strategy of unexpectedly fus­
ing genres helps ensure that 
the music lives. The best de­
scription I have heard thus far 
for this new style is "country 
jazz." The storytelling mode is 
commonplace to country mu­
sic and although he uses many 
music forms, foe dominating 
one is still jazz.
Sting plays with foe use of 
various unusual instruments 
such as chromatic harmonicas, 
pedal steel, northumbrian  
pipes in addition to more con­
ventional ones like foe guitar, 
trumpet, etc. He also experi­
ments with the beats and
President’s Ball Captures Spirit of Magic and Romance
* By Beth Grienke
Entertainment Editor
The seventh-annual 
President's Ball will bring 
gentlemen and ladies 
dressed in finery to the 
Eberhard Center on March 
27. The Ball is open to ev­
eryone and is a semi-formal 
event
The theme this year is "A 
Night In Paris." Evening long 
entertainment will begin 
with street vendors set to 
welcome all guests with 
complimentary flowers. 
During the dinner, two
strolling violinists will romance 
diners with music reminiscent 
of Paris.
The glamorous night begins 
with hors d' oeuvres of: soft 
french brie, wafers and seasonal 
fruit with a citron cream dip.
A cash bar will also be 
available from 6 to 7 p. m.
During the extravagantly 
prepared meal, a string quartet 
will play. (Note: a different 
company is being used for the 
catering from last year's Ball.)
After a leisurely dinner, your 
choice of beef, poultry or 
vegetarian entrees, everything 
will becleared away as the large 
conference room on second
floor transforms into a ball­
room. Tables will be left up for 
those who wanted to talk, take 
a rest from dancing or both.
Last year, dancing was the 
highlight of the evening for 
many who attended. Entrance 
to the dance is free and entrants 
need not have attended the 
dinner to join the dancing 
throngs. The DJ-tumed music 
will begin at 9 p. m.
A night at the President's Ball 
mixes all types of magic 
together. The night view from 
the second floor is exquisite. 
Gazing out at the lit bridge 
spanning over the Grand, one 
can even dream that Paris
makes up the surrounding 
shoreline.
Five limousines (two 
more than last year) add 
another touch to the ro­
mantic evening by chauf- 
feuring groups around 
Grand Rapids. The rides 
are complimentary, and 
come with the ticket pur­
chase for the evening. (Yes, 
you can even request the 
driver to go through the 
Burger King drive-thru if 
you wish.)
As the limousines pass 
through town, don't be 
surprised to see people on
Please see DANCE, p. 12
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Video release 
highlights 
talents of 
Goldie Hawn
By Shellie  
VanD eCreek
Staff W riter
Deceived stars Goldie 
Hawn and John H eard. 
It is an excellent film 
and a su p erb  story . 
Goldie Hawn is at her 
best in this movie, now 
I know why she is so 
famous.
Hawn plays a woman 
who is devastated at 
the death o f her hus­
band and stunned at 
the finding that he was 
not who she thought. 
For y ears sh e  w as 
married to a man she 
d id n 't tru ly  know . 
Suddenly, her world is 
turned upside down by 
shocking discovery af­
ter discovery.
H er in v e s tig a tio n  
lead s to d an ger for 
both herself and her 
daughter. Why did her 
husband lie? Who is 
he really? Throughout 
the movie we are sur­
prised by each answer.
D eceived  w ill keep 
you on the edge of your 
seat for the entire film. 
It is unpredictable and 
full of suspense. This 
is by far the best role 
Goldie Hawn has ever 
done. You won't be 
disappointed.
Rating: 9 out of 10.
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Spring Break'93: 
Trapped Like Rats
My friend, Tom, and I 
headed off to my dad's house 
in Tampa, the Thursday be­
fore school let out
After three stops for gas, 
seven cups of coffee, three 
Mountain Dews and 13 hours 
of driving (seven of which 
were blizzard bound) we 
stopped in "Joeja" fo-sum 
breakfast Let's see, if it's 3 
a.m. and you want breakfast, 
wheredoyougo? That'sright! 
The church of Grand Slam— 
Denny's.
I was so giddy and wigged 
out that everything seemed 
funny. (But you know me.) 
Tom'sorder of pancakes were 
promptly brought out by a 
very sweet woman.
As he (Tom) started to 
spread the ball of creamed 
butter around, he hit some­
thing in the ball with his fork. 
He dug it out and found it to 
be a fat yellow marker cap.
While I was laughing hys­
terically, this group of people 
were being seated and walked 
by. I painfully gasped, "I'd 
think twiceaboutordering the 
pancakes."
Anyway! We reached my 
dad's house, and I started in 
on him right away. I always 
tell him that my sister and I 
are worst case scenario kids, 
and all other parents have it 
easy.
I pick on him really bad. 
No, I mean maliciously. I was 
supposed to do stand-up on 
Tuesday at the Comedy 
Works in Tampa. This was to
be my opener:
"So you all heard in the new9 
about that guy that crashed the 
plane into Tampa Bay about a 
month ago? Yup, nice flyin' 
Ace...uh, I mean Dad. You 
guessed it. It was my old boy 
and damn I'm proud."
I didn't go on, but I told him 
the bit anyway. He was so 
pleased.
Then one day, I ran over a 
sprinkler head, pulling into the 
driveway. Hewasmad. Iasked 
what kind of crap for brains 
sprinkler installer would put it 
so close to the driveway, 
knowing full well that he put it 
there himself.
So Tom and I are standing 
there watching him shovel 
around the broken plastic, try­
ing not to laugh. Then, Dad 
gets down on his knees and 
frantically digs at the sod with 
his bare hands. Just then, a 
Domino's pizza guy pulls up 
next door, gets out, and starts 
walking toward the neighbor's 
door, while looking quite 
puzzled at my father's actions.
So I thought I would help 
out I shrugged my shoulders 
and yelled over, "He's a Viet­
nam vet. He thinks there's 
bombs in the yard." Trying to 
retain my dad's respect, Tom 
quickly shuffled towards the 
house, flew inside and lost it. 
Once again, pleased as punch.
Now for some reason, my 
old boy is really competitive 
with me. First he wanted to 
arm wrestle. I'm four inches 
taller and outweigh him by 40 
pounds. Sillyboy, tricksarefor 
kids.
Then he wanted to race the 
100 yard dash. (He used to run 
the hundred in nearly 10 flat at 
West Catholic.) Atthefirststart, 
he slipped and went down. I 
jogged in place and said, "You 
cornin'?" The second one, he 
had a clean start. I narrowly 
won. But damn it felt good 
(And I rubbed it in).
On to the wresting event. 
Once again, silly. But when 
things started getting rough, 
he went to work on my finger 
joints. To retaliate, I put my 
hand over his nose and pushed
Please see NUTS, p. 13
Film celebrates families and love
By Alice Reitsma 
Staff Writer
The Story of Boys and Girls 
(1992) isanamusingfilmabout 
two families of completely 
different backgrounds that are 
thrown together by the 
marriage of their children. The 
story takes place in 1936in Italy.
Directed by Pupi Avati, this 
film gives a picture of the kind 
of life led by the family of the 
engaged girl. They live in an 
old stone farmhouse. Her 
family lives close to the land, 
and they haveanearthyquality 
about them. They are to host 
the family of the engaged man 
for the celebration of their 
engagement. His family is far 
from earthy, and are a well to 
do family from Bologna. The 
loves and lives of the families 
come out when they sit down 
to the great feast prepared for 
them by the host family.
The children in the film carry 
an especially interesting role, 
as they are a reminder of the 
innocence we are all bom with 
and which we lose when we 
fall in love. They also suggest
that life sometimes needs to be 
lived through the lifeof a child, 
as they are not quick to judge.
Avati gives plenty attention 
to detail in the film. From the 
skinning of the rabbits to what 
the families eat at the dinner, 
country life in Italy at this time 
is vividly portrayed.
The many characters are also 
interesting and all carry their 
individual roles well. The
many differen t kind s of people 
we are exposed to in the story 
not only give an interesting 
variety but they add a richness 
to the story that makes you 
interested in these captivating 
people, particularly the two 
mothers.
The Story of Boys and Girls is 
written and directed by Avati 
and is in Italian with English 
subtitles.
Gary Vella 
of Kalamazoo-area 
Animal Liberation League.
K.A.L.L.
Thursday, March 25 
9 pm Portside Kirkhof
Animal Rights L6#tire/Video
Students For Animal AWareness
m
funded by the Student life  Fee •!
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Upcoming movies focus 
on marriage and murder
By Jack Gordon 
Staff Writer
The following films will open in area movie theatres on Friday, 
March 26:
H ear N o E v il:
Thriller about a deaf woman who is targeted for murder. Stars 
Marlee Matlin, D. B. Sweeney, and Martin Sheen.
M arried  T o I t :
A drama about three radically different married couples whose 
lives become intertwined. Stars Cybil Shepard, Ron Silver, Beau 
Bridges, Stockard Channing, Mary Stuart Masterson, and Robert 
Sean Leonard.
STUDY BREAK
-S T U D E N T  ADMISSION -
$4.25 Eves • $3.00 Before 6 pm
WITH STUDENT ID
NOW PLAYING
Bridget Fonda
POINT OF NO RETURN
Coming, March 26
Marlee Matlin D.B. Sweeney
HEAR NO EVIL
The World’s Best Movie Theatres
STAR GRAND RAPIDS • 1-96 & Alpine Ave. 785-9200 
STAR HOLLAND* Manufacturers Mall 394-5770
#  «  w m *  *  m #  »  * * *
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THE Crossword b y  M artha J .D c W Itt
ACROSS 
1 Buttons and —  
5 Kssp —  
(psrsist)
9 —  mstabollam
14 Lat.losson 
word
15 Disappeared
16 Podro’spal
17 Placos for 
podostrlans
19 W sstsm  show
20 Wage
21 Spat*
23 ShoUgams 
Itsm
24 Through
25 “A  miss -  
good a s-"
26 Hsadquartsrsd
29 Sincere
31 Roman post
32 Crag
33 Stsllar
36 Turf
37 Occupants
39 Or. latter
40 Stockholm's 
land
42 “Ulalums” 
writer
43 Big truck
44 Failed to pay 
a wager
46 Sea animal
1 2 3
'
14
17
20
is
123
26 27 21
31
3f
40
47 45
51
57
10
53
22
Is 10 11 12 13
I k
In
25
142
148
139
M 35
54 55 5*
151 58
■ 52
115
4 Strode
5 Port of Guam
6 Blabbed
7 Octopus’ 
defense
47 Samoan seaport 8 Canopy
49 Cereal grain 9 Atty.
50 Make public 10 Lover
51 Sprees 
53 Claims 
57 Shrub 
56 Strika 
obliquely
60 evil”
61 Assert
62 Tied
63 Droves
64 Cozy home
65 Property . 
transfer 
document
DOWN
1 Low voice
2 Leave out
3 Dry water­
course
11 Unimportant 
way
12 Rocket stage
13 Plunders
16 Tare or tansy 
22 Baroque 
24 Railing
26 Foreman
27 Acknowledge
28 Rattlesnake
29 Long time
CTfiHfi nHFini nnnnci 
c p in p i  E B E in  n ciH H H  
BFinr?RPiriiiR FiBcinn 
RiiRBEiEin RFinncinn
Finn nnn nnnn
ClFinOFl RRBHBnD 
nCIBR FI FI El C1HC1E1DH 
rniFi nnonnEin Finn 
EnFinnn Finn nnnn 
n n F in n n F i  n H n n n  
nnnn fifiei ofifi 
nnFinnnn nniFinonn 
nFinnn FiFiBnDFinnn 
nnncin Ficinn nnrcn 
nnnnFi nnnn nnnn
n m p W I
no doubt—
certainly not the local Sun N' Glo.
With arrogance, 
he guards his Greek god grin— 
knowing hov\£.jnuch we wish j:if 
he
so we could lap it u
43 Spread
45 Moroccan king
46 Paintings
47 Mortify
30 Mountain curve 48 Martinique 
32 Muscle volcano
34 “Ha’s making 50 Wide awake
eyes — " 52 Cupid
35 Haunt 53 Summer drinks
37 Message: abbr. 54 Donate
38 Doze off 55 Dueling weapon 
41 Cul-de-sac
56 Transmit 
59 Got a 
Secret” WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE'S
Hot new progressive band 
makes stop in Ann Arbor
By Jason Oizechowski 
Staff Writer
Soul Asylum will be per­
forming on ' Thursday, 
March 25atHill Auditorium 
in Ann Arbor.
After nine albums, the 
Minneapolis-based group 
who once inhabited only 
college radio charts, has 
wandered into the fringe of 
mainstream with their latest 
album Grave Dancer's Union.
The single "Somebody to 
Shove" and its accompany­
ing video have gotten heavy 
play on radio and MTV and 
haselevated Soul Asylum to
pop star status.
Their latest single 
"Black Gold" is 
making a similar 
climb up the charts.
A performance at 
the MTV Inaugural 
Ball in January 
gained the group 
much notoriety 
among both criticsin 
fans.
Show time at Hill 
Auditorium is at 8 
p.m. Tickets are $15 
in advance and can 
be purchased at 
TicketMaster out­
lets.
DANCE, from p. 1 0 ----------
the streets and in cars wav­
ing, believing the occu­
pants, you, to be rich and 
famous. Wave back 
through the tinted win­
dows. For a moment, you, 
too, can be princes and 
princesses waving to your 
adoring public.
The President's Ball will 
wrap up around 1 a.m. By 
that time, only balloons 
and other decorations will 
be remaining in the ball­
room as signs of the events 
that had taken place.
Don't be surprised if the 
magic of the evening lin­
gers in the minds of the 
many who had attended.
As one student, Shellie 
VanDeCreek, who a t­
tended last year com­
mented, "1 really 
enjoyed it. I'd do it 
all over again."
Cost of the 
President's Ball is 
$16/person, $30/ 
couple, which in­
cludes dinner, va­
let parking and a 
coat check. Tickets 
are being sold 
through Thursday, 
March 25 at 5 p.m. 
at the Student Life 
Office and a booth 
in the Kirkhof 
Center lobby. 
Don't wait too long 
to pick one or two 
up or the opportu­
nity for a romantic 
evening will pass 
by.
G R A ND  V A L L E Y  T H E A T R E
8 p.m. March 25,26 and 27 2pjn. March 28 10 a.m. March 31 School Matinee (895-3668) 8 pjn. April 1,2 and 3 
Tickets available at the door Ticket prices $5 General $3 Students and Senior Citizens 
Grand Valley State University Calder Fine Arts Center Louis Armstrong Theatre Allendale
M acDonald
well
represents 
the hard- 
boiled genre
By Beth Grienke 
Entertainment Editor
First off, I am a fan of the 
m ystery genre known as 
"hard-boiled." I have read the 
works of Dashiell Hammett 
and Raymond Chand ler, often 
times referred to as the 
founders of this genre that is 
noted for its corpses and cyni­
cal style.
Now I have found a new 
w riter to follow : Ross 
MacDonald. His novel, "The 
Blue Hammer," is throbbing 
with the heated raw flavor of 
the hard-boiled mystery. It is 
a hard world out there and 
detective, Lew Archer’s in­
sights are full of the cynicism 
and wisecracks associated 
with one who has become 
hardened to the job he must 
do.
The Blue Hammer begins 
when Archer is hired by die 
wealthy Ruth Biemeyer (and 
her not so cooperative hus­
band) to find a Chantry paint­
ing that was stolen.
Richard Chantry is a well- 
known painter who used to 
live in their city of Santa 
Teresa. He mysteriously dis­
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once again, it's time for the official Lanthorn
OSC* contest!
Directions: Please marie an "x" in one box in each category. The person who gets the most right, wins. The first place winner will 
receive 2 passes to Studio 28 plus $25.00, and the second place winner will receive 1 pass to Studio 28. Drop this entry form off at 
the Lanthorn office, located in the lower level of Kirkhof Center before Friday, March 26 at 5 pan. Please put name and phone 
number anywhere on the front of this entry form.
Best Picture
□  The Crying Game 
I \A Few Good Men 
I \ Howards End 
CDScent o f a Woman
□  Unforgiven
Best Actress
□ C atherine Deneuve, Indochine 
□ M a ry  McDonnell, Passion Fish 
□M ichelle Pfeiffer, Love Field 
□ S u sa n  Sarandon, Lorenzo's Oil
□  Emma Thompson, Howards End
Best Actor
□  Robert Downey Jr., Chaplin 
I I Clint Eastwood, Unforgiven
□  A1 Padno, Scent o f a Woman
□  Stephen Rey, The Crying Game
□  Denzel Washington, Malcolm X
Best Supporting Actor 
□ ja y e  Davidson, The Crying Game 
□ G e n e  Hackman, Unforgiven 
□ ja c k  Nicholson, A Few Good Men 
□ A 1  Pacino, Glengarry, Glenross 
□ D a v id  Paymer, Mr. Saturday Night
Best Supporting Actress 
□ J u d y  Davis, Husbands and Wives 
□ J o a n  Plowright, Enchanted April 
□ V anessa Redgrave, Howards End 
□ M iranda Richardson, Damage 
□ M arisa  Tomei, My Cousin Vinny
Best Director
□  Neil Jordan, The Crying Game 
□ Jam es Ivory, Howards End
□  Robert Altman, The Player
□  Martin Brest, Scent o f a Woman
□  Clint Eastwood, Unforgiven
Tie-Breaker;
Best Cinematography
C JH offa  
I I Howards End
□  The Lover
□ A  River Runs Through It
□  Unforgiven
Double Tie-Breaker 
Which movie will receive 
the most awards?
appeared 25 years earlier. 
Ruth Biemeyer obviously is 
taken more with the missing 
artist than the painting itself, 
which may or may not be an 
authentic Chantry piece. In 
fact, the reason the Biemeyers 
moved to Santa Teresa is be­
cause Ruth wanted to be in the 
town he disappeared from 
(Santa Teresa).
As the case moves on.
Chantry's disappearance 
takes on a larger role in the 
mystery. To discover what 
happened to the painting, 
Archer must also find out if it 
is authentic or not.
Suddenly the people asso­
ciated with the painting start 
dying: Paul Grimes, the art 
dealer who soldjhe picture to 
the jS te fneyers is found 
stabbed; then lake Whitmore,
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hard... completely forget­
ting that he broke it in the 
plane crash. Hedidn'tcare 
for that much. Try asking 
for some extra cash from 
someone after you 
redamage an recovering 
injury. (He did finally give 
in.)
Let me tell you about that 
boy. He's an M.D. anes­
thesiologist at a hospital in 
Gainesville, Fla. He's 
happy, successful and 
get's more money than he 
knows what to do's with. 
(I'm  living the movie 
Punchline.) And guess 
where he went to college. 
Ope! Right again! Grand 
Valley State!
And one of Gary 
Kirchhoffsbiggestprides 
is he makes a bundle of 
money, and Alumni Re­
lations doesn't even know 
it! (Oops! Did I let the cat 
out of the bag?)
ASM SU ^op Entertainment and 
Breslin Canter Promotions
p resen t
toad
the
met
sprocket
Saturday, March 27 at 7:30 p.m. 
Michigan State University Auditorium
$17.50 plus handling fees
Tickets Available at
Breslin Center Box Office 336-1440 or 800/968-2737 
Wharton Center 336-2000
Huoaotrt. haamOmv hou«« 4 mou— wooww OAlX-*0*-TfX (»1T> «M MW
the one who sold the painting 
originally to Grimes, is dis­
covered floating in the ocean, 
however, it turns out he actu­
ally drown in fresh water in­
stead of salt water.
Meanwhile, Archer becomes 
involved with Betty Jo Sidden 
during his investigations. The 
two join together to solve the 
growing mysteries around 
them. She is a newspaper re­
porter and wants the story; he 
wants to close up the missing 
painting case as well as stop
the growing list of dead 
people.
The plot is intricately de­
signed. Although Hammett 
and Chandler are the masters 
in the genre, MacDonald's 
book is more complex and 
holds more surprises. Don't 
worry, though, everything is 
eventually explained. In the 
meantime, the characters are 
intriguing enough by them­
selves to carry the reader 
through this riveting adven­
ture.
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br~ Harriers dominate GR Indoors
PHOTO BY DAN IRVING
Kelly Oberlin jumps her way into first place with a jump o f 5'8.
By Tonya Wilholt
Staff Writer
The men's and women's track 
teams topped the Grand Rap­
ids Area Indoor Championships 
at Grand Valley State last 
Thursday but that is no guaran­
tee of season success, said coach 
Gary Martin.
"You can't let scores fool you," 
said Martin. "I don't want the 
teamtogetover-confidentabout 
this m eet The teams we ran 
against aren't the toughest 
teams we'll be facing."
The men's team scored 103 
points in the Championships 
and the women scored 116. The 
competition included Grand 
Valley, Alma College, Aquinas 
College, Calvin College, Olivet 
College, and Grand Rapids 
Baptist.
Laker Randy Kloss came in 
first in the shot put with a 43- 
feet, and Laker Chris Lindsey 
came in second with a 40'05.25" 
throw.
Tony Armor took first place 
in the long jump with a distance 
of 20'0950".
Armor, James Mauer and 
Steve Nederveld swept the top 
three places in the 50-meter 
hurdles with times of 6.95,7.00 
and 7.10 seconds, respectively.
In the 800-meter run, Grand 
Valley's John Shields and John 
Liparato finished 1-2 with times 
of 2:00.12 and 2:01.10.
"It's good to see we're not as 
out-of-shape as we could be
Tony Armor long jumps, taking 
first place with aju m p of2 0 ’9 -ll 
2. He also took third in the high
JU m p. PHOTO BY DAN IRVING
after taking that spring break," 
said Martin.
AquinasCollegebrokea Field 
House record in the 800-meter 
relay with a time of 1:34.28.
Laker Kelley Oberlin took 
first in the high jump with a 
distance of 5'08.
Amber Johnson, with a dis­
tance of 16'04, and Oberlin, with 
16'00, took first and second 
place respectively in the 
women's long jump.
Terry Osborn took first place 
in the 5000-meter run with a 
time of 18:46.31.
Kelly Beschover jumped the 
50-meter hurdles in 8 minutes, 
taking first place. Amber John­
son placed second with 8.16 
seconds.
Sand Wagner took first place 
in the 400-meter dash with a 
time of 1 K33.20.
Kenesha Bryant ran the 50- 
meter dash in 6.71 seconds, 
taking first place. Kandi Kent 
placed second with 6.8 seconds.
The Laker women placed first 
and second in the 800-meter 
relay with respective times of 
1:48.84 and 1:53.02 minutes.
The Laker women placed first 
and third in the 1600-meter re­
lay with final times of 4:09.07 
and 4:20.17 minutes respec­
tively.
Martin said the Champion­
ships helped prepare the team 
for the outdoor season.
"My theory is that starting 
out the season with an easy 
meet like that makes things 
kind of nice," said Martin. "It's 
a sweet pill to swallow.
"It's a confidence process 
that we're working on right 
now before we face the 
Ferrises, the Saginaw Vallies, 
the Hillsdales."
Calvin Collegedid notbring 
their whole team because the 
school was on spring break. 
Martin said that if they had, it 
would have been a "knock 
down, drag 'em out" competi­
tion.
Martin said the team will 
run against Division III teams 
early in the season and run 
against Division I teams at the 
end of the season.
The Lakers will compete in 
the Huntington Relays in 
Huntington, Ind., on March 
27.
The Lakers were scheduled 
to compete at Southwestern 
on March 25, but the competi­
tion has been moved to March 
30 becau se of possible ad verse 
weather.
Nervescost Grand 
Valley netters at Grand 
Rapids City Tournament
By Alan Babbitt 
Staff Writer
Grand Valley ran into an in­
visible foe during last 
weekend's Grand RapidsCity 
Tournament at Riverview 
Racquet Qub : the first-game 
jitters.
The experience of having al­
ready played in at least four 
tennis matches showed in fa­
vor of Grand Rapids Commu­
nity College, who won the 
tourney with 18 points.
. GVSU finished in second
with three points, and Aquinas 
took third with two points.
"If I could find a way to skip 
the first match and go directly 
into second one, I would," 
Laker coach Tim Sutherland 
explained. "The improvement 
is so grea t over the two ma tches 
because you get over those first- 
game nerves. We were rusty 
and nervous all weekend.
"We had some close matches 
but just didn't win them. Our 
upperclassmen, especially our 
seniors, need to step up this 
season and win close matches
like that because of their ex­
perience."
The top performer for 
Grand Valley at the tourna­
ment was A1 Adams. Adams 
won the flight at seventh 
singles.
"(Adams) worked his way 
up and played real well," 
Sutherland commented.
The season gets rolling for 
GVSU this week as the Lakers 
host conference foes Lake Su­
perior State on Friday and 
Michigan Tech on Saturday.
Laker 
women get 
first All- 
Americans
By Tonya Wilholt 
Staff Writer
Kelly Oberlin and Tamie 
Gipe make no bones about 
the fact that they are the 
first All-Am ericans the 
Laker women's track team 
has ever had. In fact, they're 
downright proud.
Both competed in the 
NCAA Division II Nation­
als held in Vermillion, S.D. 
at the University of South 
Dakota on March 12 and 13.
Oberlin, a sophomore, 
placed third in the high 
jump with a height of 5'5".
Gipe, a senior, placed 
fifth in the shot put with a 
distance of 43'10.75".
To become an All-Ameri­
can athlete, an athlete must 
place sixth or higher in na­
tional competition.
Being All-American is 
nothing new to Oberlin.
Oberlin transferred from 
Hillsdale after her freshman 
year, where she competed 
in the NAIA Division I na­
tionals and placed fourth in 
the high jump during the 
indoor season.
Oberlin said she is glad 
she placed third, but she is 
disappointed with her jump 
because she did not match 
her qualifying score of 5'9".
"It was a great experience 
to be there when Tamie 
made All-American," said 
Oberlin. "It's great for her 
to be there in her senior 
year."
Though Gipe competed in 
nationals three other times 
during her four years at 
Grand Valley, she never 
qualified for All-American 
status.
"It feels good because I've 
waited so long for it," said 
Gipe. "Kelly Oberlin has got 
her work cutout for her be­
cause it's a lot of pressure, 
but she can do it. She's a 
good athlete."
Gipe qualified for the na­
tionals with a throw of 43'4", 
which was the distance 
needed to qualify for the 
meet.
Gipe said she valued the 
support of her teammates.
"Itisone thing to have this 
goal for yourself, but it's an­
other thing to have your 
teammates pulling foryou," 
said Gipe. "I'm proud to 
bring the name of Grand 
Valley to nationals."
Laker track coach Gary 
Martin said thecompetition 
was tougher than many 
athletes will see in a lifetime.
"There are a lot of nerves, 
too, when you get into a 
competition like that," said 
Martin. "It's like you're in a 
fishbowl and all the specta­
tors are watching."
Outdoor nationals will be 
held in May.
Martin said it is more dif­
ficult to qualify for outdoor 
nationals than indoor na­
tionals because there are
IM volleyball scores
GVFU 15 16
Utter Chaos 3 14
We Just Playin' 15 15
Spike This 10 5
Dig It 15 16
Spiking Mob 7 14
Sand FleaslO 15 15
GVFU 15 13 11
Johnson Jewels 15 15
Tri Sigma 0 0
Six Pack 15 15
Te-Kill-ya 0 2
Side out 0 15 16
Six Pack 10 10 14
Frog Unit 15 18
Reality Check 8 16
Tach. Tattooers 15 15
Untouchables 1 1
Frog Unit 15 15
Six Pack 6 10
Reality Check 15 15
Untouchables 3 4
Side Out 15 15
Tach. Tattooers 6 9
Team Draft 15 15
We Have No.... 4 12
Too Legit 15 15
Mighty Spikers 9 3
Too Legit 15 15
We Have No... 8 5
Pre P.T. Club 15 15
Mighty Spikers 0 0
(  Intramural
Announcements
Badminton 
Tournament 
entry d eadline: 
March 26 at 5:00
Softball Tourney  
begins April 16-
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Many of Grand Valley's baseball 
championship hopes lie on the mound
By Mike Amey 
Staff Writer
Baseball is not a one man 
game. It never has been. Of 
the nine men on the field, 
however, the most visible of­
ten seems to be the pitcher.
Despite that fact, the big­
gest task facing Grand 
Valley's baseball team is fill­
ing the gaping holes left with 
thegraauationofstarterTodd 
Schmitt and reliever Tom 
Beard.
Schmitt was 5-3 last year 
with a 1.81 ERA, 17 walks 
and 78 strikeouts before be­
ing selected by the San Diego 
Padres in last summer's draft. 
Beard was 3-1 out of the 
bullpen, and also had three 
saves.
"As of right now we don't 
have a 'go-to guy'; in other 
words a person like a Todd 
Schmitt that you knew...you 
were going to get an excep­
tional pitchingperformance," 
said pitching coach Ross 
Pleiness.
"But we got a lot of guys back 
from last year with experience. 
The dosersare basically theonly 
roles that we had to fill witn 
guys with no Division II pitch­
ing experience, while our 
starters, with the exception of I 
believe one freshman, have all 
had experience," said Pleiness, 
adding that he hopes the expe­
rience comes through.
Beard's heir apparent seems 
to be junior righthander Dave 
Searles, who is splitting the 
duties as closer with lefty Jeff 
Pratt, also a junior.
"Dave Searles, coming out of 
the bullpen, is by far our hard­
est thrower, and he'sgotalotof 
good stuff," said senior captain 
Jeff Bates. "I personally think 
he is going to be an all-star 
pitcher for us."
Bates should know, as he is 
the Lakers catcher and will see 
occasional action on the mound.
Pleiness also praised right 
hander Steve Nans, adding mat 
Nahshad performed thebestof 
the starters in Florida, turning 
in two quality starts.
Sophomore Mike Bell, a 
righthander from Jenison, 
had a year many freshmen 
can only dream of, when he 
went 4-1 with a 2.48 ERA and 
is looking to improve this 
year.
Concerning the season, 
Bates was cautiously opti­
mistic.
"We have a lot of young 
guys and a lot of transfers 
that have come in that I think 
are going to do a good job for 
us," Bates said.
"I don't think we're going 
to get a lot of strikeouts, bu 11 
think we're going to get a lot 
of good pitching as far as 
ground balls and stuff like 
that It's gonna be a full team 
thing," Bates added.
"I see this year's pitching 
staff as not having one domi­
nant pitcher," commented 
head coach Andy Chopp, 
"but we have a lot of good 
quality pitchers that we be­
lieve know how to pitch."
The Lakers hope they be­
lieve they can pitch, too.
is all i f  costs to place a 
PERSONAL or ORGANI­
ZATION ad in the classi­
fied s se ctio n  of the 
Lanthom. Two dollars will 
get you up to 25 words, 10 
cents per word after that. 
All classified ads must be 
in the Lanthom office, on 
the ground floor of Kirkhof 
Center. The deadline for 
classified messages is 5 
p.m. Thursday for the fol­
lowing week's edition.
Jobs & Money
CRUISE SHIP 
EMPLOYMENT 
Now hiring students. $300/ 
$400 wkly. Summer/Full 
Time. Tour Guides, Gift 
Shop Sales, Deck Hands, 
Bartenders, Casino Dealers, 
Etc. World Travel- 
Carribean, Alaska, Europe, 
Hawaii. No experience 
necessary. Call 1-602-680- 
0323 Ext 23.
he Meadows Clubhouse 
nil be opening April 5th.
/e  are accepting 
pplications for the 
allowing food service 
ositions: Food Servers, 
lost/Hostess, Bartenders, 
>ish Machine Operators, 
ine Cooks, and Prep 
looks. Submit your 
pplication to the ARA 
Hrector’s Office, located on 
he second floor of the 
ommons. Apply Today!
Summer Camp Positions: 
Make a difference in the life 
of a child! Summer therapy 
camp for handicapped 
children. Located on the 
shore of Lake Superior near 
Big Bay, MI. Positions 
available for counselors, 
waterfront, instructors for 
natures/ Arts and Crafts/ 
recreation, nurses, 
therapists, food service, 
and auxiliary. Must be 
enthusiastic, responsible, 
and love children. June 13 
through August 8. Salary, 
room and board, and 
experience of lifetime 
provided. Call or write for 
application and 
information. BayCliff,
Health Camp 310 W. 
Washington Suite 300, 
Marquette, MI 49855.
Phone (906)228-5770
Resident camp counselors 
needed in all areas: horses, 
waterfront, sports, drama, 
dance. Season runs June 13th 
through August 14th. Staff 
receives training, salary, 
room and board, and usable 
job experience. For 
application and more 
information contact Marcie 
Joseph 1-800-788-4919
S e r v ic e s
Standale Sports Center 
Trophies, Plaques, & Awards 
for all your recognition needs. 
4163 Lake Michigan Dr. NW 
Standale Mi 49504. Ribbons, 
custom tee shirts, hats. 
Engraving in house. Bait, 
tackle, ammo. Hunting & 
Fishing licenses.
Standale Trading 
Company
Instant CASH. Buying 
and selling Qass Rings, 
Gold, Diamonds, Stereos, 
VCRs, Sporting Goods, 
Guns, Instruments, 
Leathers, Tools, etc. Buy 
Back Option available. We 
buy and sell anything of 
value. Next to McDonalds 
in Standale. Tuesday 
through Friday: 11am to 
7pm. Saturday 10am to 
3pm. 453-4799__________
Word Processing 
Services - Term papers, 
overhead transparencies 
and resumes. 5 mins, 
from GVSU in Jenison. 
457-1903
For Sale
Need a computer, for low 
prices call Steve at 453-8972
Mountain Bike. Trek 850 
Antelope. $250 call John 
459-9553___________________
For Sale: 12 String Acoustic 
Guitar. Sounds Good, Good 
Condition. Sacrificing at $200. 
Call Mike at 895-9053.
For Sale: 300 watt 2-way 
Bridagbie car stereo 
amplifier. Asking $125.00 call 
895-5295 and ask for Duane 
or leave message
Rollerblades for sale.
Women's size 6 1 / 2  and 
Men's size 7. Make offer. Call 
Cathy 895-9161_____________
8088 IBM Compatible 
Computer, Epson Printer and 
Samsung Color Monitor for 
sale. Cheap! For more 
information call 453-4152
1988 Ford Thunderbird Turbo 
Coupe 76,000 mi $6,200 or 
best offer. 895-4272_________
Bike- KHS- crosspart- 
crossbike. 21 speed, Shimano 
gears- Brand New. $195/Best 
895-5908___________________
Stereo- AM-FM, cassette, 
turntable and (believe it or 
not) an actually functioning 
Eight-track 895-4070
Organizations
ATTENTION:
ANYONE INTERESTED IN 
PLAYING HOCKEY AT 
THE CLUB LEVEL FOR 
GVSU NEXT YEAR PLEASE 
CONTACT GARY @ 895-
7727______________________
Can you cut a Huss or find 
China Beach? Can you 
identify a thumper or a hot 
LZ? If so, maybe you would 
be interested in an English 
class that would study the 
literature birthed from the 
Vietnam experience. This is 
not a veteran’s thing, but a 
legitimate study of a special 
sub-genre of modem writing. 
If interested, contact Ms. V. 
Brehm, LSH, English 
Department._______________
Housing
Female roommate needed for 
Summer in apartment 
between campus and 
downtown G.R. For more 
information call 453-4152
• A L A S K A •
SUMMER JOBS
Studott Needed! E«n $M*+/w«k in arom a <x 
Himihra* on Ming boro ftaTw^atnkn! ikon 
fcBoad Noap nonary. M*crftnnfc R rM iat
(206) S45-415S a t. A5623
Seeking outgoing 
professional individual to 
share spacious 3 bedroom 
apartment in the Wyoming 
area. Own room with 
private bath. $265 + 1/3 
utilities. 532-0556
Wanted
I need any extra graduation 
tickets you have. Will buy 
them !! Please C all!! I'm 
desperate!! Christi 458- 
3193. Leave a message if I'm 
not home
Resorts
WINTER BLUES?
SPRING BREAK 
GETAWAY!
Traverse City Area. Ro­
mantic, cozy log cabins on 
Lake Thomas surrounded by 
Forest. $49 - $69 nightly. 
Includes outdoor hot tub and 
much more. Ellis Lake Re­
sorts. (616) 276 - 9502.
C r u i s e  L a k e  M ic h ig a n
Port City Princess Cruise Boat 
Capacity: 200. Available for 
all Sorority/Fratemity 
outings or group parties of 
any kind. Call (616) 728-8387
GREEKS & CLUBS
RAISE A COOL
*1000
IN JUST ONE WEEK) 
PLUS $1000 FOR THE 
MEMBER WHO CALLS! 
No obligation. No cost. 
And a FREE 
IGLOO COOLER 
if you quality. Call 
1-800-932-0528, Ext 65
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I'm sick of March Madness 
(Mostly because I'm looking 
stupid after last week's Ari- 
zona-Santa Clara joke).
So instead of trying to deci­
pher why Southern beat 
Georgia Tech and why UCLA 
almost beat M ichigan, I 
would rather tiy my hand at 
predicting something else.
Hockey.
OK, the playoffs are still 
almost a month away, but 
after embarrassing myself 
with some brilliant choices 
last week, I figure I should 
cut my losses while I can.
With all the contenders in 
the NHL, it's hard to really 
predict who will come away 
with the Cup, but we'll try 
anyway.
Favorites
P Pittsburgh
The Penguins are loaded 
from top to bottom, and since 
the return of Super Mario, 
have been close to 
unstoppable. They could be 
the next hockey dynasty if 
they aren't already. No one 
in the Patrick even comes 
close to them.
2)Montreal
Jacques Demers has da 
Habs playing like Montreal 
has always played— in that 
defensive minded manor. 
Montreal has thegoaltending
in Patrick Roy to win it all.
Definite contenders
3) De trait
Offense, offense, offense. 
The Wings can score six goals 
in any given game. Unfortu­
nately, they can also give up 
six goals in any given game.
4) Chicago
The Blackhawks have ex­
actly the opposite problem of 
the Wings. Defense, they've 
got. Offense, well, it's offen­
sive as they are the lowest 
scoring team to make the 
playoffs.
5) Vancouver
The Canucks have a good 
mix of offense and defense and 
a solid goaltender in Kirk 
McLean. Pavel Bure's game 
has slipped in the last two 
weeks and shows a week spot
as they have struggled lately. 
Monday's trade for Murray 
Craven could help to remedy 
that, however.
6) Ouebec
The Nordiques are in the 
same boat with Detroit. Lots 
of offense but only mediocre 
defense. The possiblity for 
upsetting Montreal is there if 
Ron Hextall gets hot between 
the pipes.
Suprise teams
7) Toronto
Felix Potvin leads the league 
in goalsagainstaverage at 2.44 
per game. The offense has 
been rejuvenated with the 
trade for Dave Andreychuk. 
Along with Dougie Gilmour, 
the Leafs have been raising 
havoc for opposing 
goaltenders. Detroit needs to 
be careful or Toronto might 
suprise them.
8) Buffalo
Buffalo is playing in the 
toughest division in hockey. 
Loaded with offensive talent 
like LaFontaine, Mogilny and 
Hawerchuk, the Sabres could 
make for an interesting first 
round in the Adams.
9) Boston
Adam Oates, rookie Joe Ju­
neau, and Cam Neely lead the 
Bruins offenively. Ray 
Bourque is one of the best on 
the blue line. Definitely a dif­
ferent team with Neely on the 
power play. John Blue has 
made some incredible saves 
since being called up from the
Built for Your Body 
and Your Budget
20% o f f  sr:
Not good with any other coupon or on sale items 
•Sportswear -Health Foods 
•Bodybuilding Supplem ents 
•D iet A ids and Stim ulants
DOUG'S NUTRITION CENTER
across from Video Tyme 
666 W. Leonard, Grand Rapids, Ml
1 -6 1 6 -4 5 8 -7 4 0 4
☆  ☆  ... ........ .................... $  f t
New hours open Monday through Friday, 8am-4:30 pm
Please phone 241-6335 for more information 
about life saving plasma donations
Sera-Tec Biologicals
1973 So. Division (Corner of Burton)
New Plasma Donors will need 
legal picture ID and social 
security card if address on ID is 
not current. Please bring 
evidence of current residence.
Donors are reimbursed $15 
for each 1 hour automated 
plasma collection.
H E L P  S A V E  L IV E S !
Receive $15 per donation at a maximum 
of two donations per week.
minors, and his steady play 
will be vital to Boston's play­
off hopes.
10) Winnipeg
The Fabulous Finn, Teemu 
Sellane, and a host of other 
Europeans have the potential 
to be better than their record 
indicates. A definite threat to 
pull off the first round upset 
if Bob Essena plays strong in 
net.
What are they doing in 
the playoffs?
11 )Calgarv
Inconsistency is the key 
again as they could bow out 
in the first round. The po­
tential is there to make a run 
into the semifinals, but not 
much further.
12,13,14) The other three 
Patrick division teams
Washington is solid but lack 
the consistency to be a seri­
ous threat Whichever two 
other teams who make the 
playoffs are too weak to be 
seious about surviving the 
first round.
15) Los Angeles
Gretzky, Robitaille, and
Carson. After that, the Kings 
have to hope for a miracle.
16) St. Louis or Minnesota
Both are weak on offense.
Both would have to face De­
troit or Chicago. See you next 
year.
With that in mind, I would 
have to say my picks for the 
StanleyCupfinalsare Detroit 
and Pittsburgh. As much as I 
am a Red Wing fan, I hate to 
say it, but I have to go with 
the Pens in six.
Call 895-6692
Located in Grand Valley Food 
Center Plaza f f f & lU
GOLDEN G  
TANNING
N EW  M AN AG E M E N T!
Aerobics Now Available! *
Call for Info f  j j l  GRAND VALLEY STATE
V E N
„  n .  T M T  UNIVERSflYSIUDEMISPECIAL
"LOOK GOOD AND FEEL GREAT
W e are  o p en ...
Mond.jy I hursrl.iy
with ID $2.50 visit
__________________ S  ' - '
_________ _ —/  GOLDEN ( 
✓  — TANNING
membership 
for students
Bob’s
Buddy Sub
A Delicious sub Bob 
discovered while in 
Florida over Break 
made up of:
Genoa Salami 
Lean Ham 
Provalone Cheese 
Mild Peppers 
Crisp Lettuce 
Sliced Tomatoes 
Savory Onions 
and
a variety of spices on a 
10" bun.
$4.75 plus tax 
Good thru 
March 30, 1993
